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System costs of lithium-ion-batteries continously decrease because:
- electromobility
- new materials
Cost reduction of 30 % between 2009 and 2012, Cell price in 2020
about 200 €/kWh
Number of battery systems increase because:
- KfW support
- optimization of the in-house consumption
- difference in pricing between EEG-feed-in renumeration
and power supply price
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Peak is feed into the network with a
steeper gradient than without a storage.
The storage worsened the network
problem instead of alleviating it.
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Possible applications for battery storage systems to integrate
renewable energy and provide network supportive services
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Why should Battery storgae systems operate network supportive?

Ramping
(high rates of power change)
Network congestion management
(redispatch, partly used for voltage stability)

Future markets
(stock market and off market OTC trade)
Spot markets
(stock market and off market OTC trade)

Technically feasible and economically useful
Technically feasible, check economic efficiency
Economically not feasible

To use batteries for network supportive aims, it is necessary to
establish clearly defined regulaty frameworks
Adapt technical regulations
- Create standardized interfaces for central control
- Expand technical regulations (decentrally self controlled systems)
Define legal frameworks
- Define storage as an independent fourth element
- Establish storage as network operating equipment
- Adapt tax frameworks to system supportivness
- Avoid double burden
Promote communication
- Expose the importance of system supportiness
- Show the opportunities of a network supporting storage use
- Synergies for households and DSOs
Open new and old markets
- Open control power market and develop prequalification conditions that
are open for all storage technologies
- Enable and pay additional ancillery services from decentral storage systems
Design system supportive subsidies
- Link fundings to system supportivness
- Continue research and development
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